TRUE BEAUTY COMES FROM WITHIN

metrica® INTERIOR OR WHAT OTHERS
HAVE TO MEASURE UP TO.

Whether in mathematics or music, physics or

Our name says it all. We are committed to it and

literature – metric units of measurement are

have been since 1681. We don’t think in quarterly

ubiquitous. No wonder that metrica® INTERIOR

figures, we think in generations. Our customers

has become the global standard and indicator for

benefit from this.

exclusive interior fittings of luxury yachts and
residential properties.
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PHILOSOPHY

„THE DETAILS ARE NOT THE DETAILS. THEY MAKE THE DESIGN.“
{ CHARLES EAMES }
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Thinking big starts on a small scale. The greatness of any work

If, as Aristotle says, the whole is greater than the sum of its

will show in the details. At metrica® INTERIOR, we attach great

parts, then, whatever the big picture, it is also in every part.

importance to the small details – from the careful selection of

This attention to detail sets us apart. And has been doing so for

the finest materials to the passionate execution of our craft.

333 years. Our customers appreciate it.

Company

COMPANY

metrica® INTERIOR: MADE IN MÜNSTERLAND
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Projects, locations, technology...

What has remained unchanged, however, is our

have remained faithful to the Münsterland region,

metrica® INTERIOR has been evolving consistent-

standard of fully satisfying our clients’ wishes.

where our company was founded in the 17th

ly since the company was founded in 1681.

Even with our international focus, to this day we

century. Today, metrica® INTERIOR is one of the

COMPANY

world’s leading companies for the finest luxury

proud of this – because it shows that consistent

interiors in yachts and residences. According

quality thinking and technical perfection, atten-

to Handelsblatt, we come 14th in the ranking of

tion to detail and an absolute focus on service are

Germany’s oldest world market leaders. We are

constant values that outlast any era.
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technicians, engineers and architects doing their
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job. You will see people who pursue their passion

Our workforce of over 200 employees specializes

with the utmost devotion, people who are virtuo-

in thinking of absolutely everything. This is also

sos in their respective fields of expertise. They are

the reason why no professions are identified on

also people who think far beyond their workplace.

our business cards, only names and corporate pri-

With us, details are not merely seen as details,

orities. We’re not about the title, but the task.

COMPANY

YEAR OF FOUNDING 1681

INTERIOR FITTING

YACHTS

AMBITION

CRAFTSMANSHIP

TRADITION

RESIDENTIAL

DETAILS

ADVICE

project.

PEOPLE

planning offices, you won’t just see carpenters,

EXPERTS

but rather as irreplaceable tesserae of the entire

VISIONS

Watching our employees in our workshops and

SCALE

CRAFT. COMMITMENT. LIFEBLOOD.

REFIT & REPAIR

COMPANY

COMPANY

No matter how substantial your needs, we always
offer only one contact person. As project manager,
he or she not only takes care of the coordination
of everyone involved, but also of the strict focus
on both budget and schedule. This is because
our performance expectation is evident in the
results of our work, as well as in the greatest
possible recognition of our discerning customers:
satisfaction.
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„I KNOW THE PRICE OF SUCCESS: DEDICATION, HARD WORK,
AND AN UNREMITTING DEVOTION TO THE THINGS YOU WANT TO
SEE HAPPEN.“ { FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT }

Yachts
(Photo credit: Jeff Brown - Super Yacht Media)
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YACHT
YACHTS

HIGHEST STANDARDS AT SEA LEVEL.

The exceptional personalities of our clients are of

heart – to the owner as well as to us.

course also reflected in their yachts. Every detail

(Photo credit: Jeff Brown - Super Yacht Media)
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technology. Only when form and function are in
perfect harmony can the highest level of quality

is thought out, planned and considered within the

This involves not only the exclusive appearance

overall context. The interior fitting of a yacht is

or the visible interior, but also the inner values,

always highly individual and truly an affair of the

i.e. the “invisible” workings and background

our clients expect from us be achieved.

ther they involve the construction or the refit of
a yacht, require much tact and experience, commitment and performance. We have always offered all that to our clients. Various international
awards for metrica® INTERIOR testify to this.

(copyright Bruce Thomas)
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(Photo credit: Jeff Brown - Super Yacht Media)

MOTHER OF PEARL

SILK

MARQUETRY INLAID WOOD

NUBUK

EBONY

ROOT WOOD

SHAGREEN RAY LEATHER

NAPPA LEATHER

BRASS

VELVET

CHERRY WOOD

BROCADE

GOLD

Luxurious large-scale projects, no matter whe-

MAHOGANY

CHROME

YACHTS

YACHTS

AWARDS FOR THE MOST EXCLUSIVE INTERIOR FITTINGS

(copyright Bruce Thomas)
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Displacement Motor Yachts (approximately 60 m+)

Best Displacement Motor Yacht Below 500gt

MY MOGAMBO

MY BLIND DATE

Reymond Langton Design / Nobiskrug

Keech Green Design / Heesen

World Superyacht Awards 2013

World Superyacht Awards 2010

Interior Design Award - Displacement Motor Yachts 60m+

Best Interior Design Motor Yacht

MY MUSASHI

MY AL MIRQAB

Sinot Yacht Design / Feadship

Andrew Winch Design / Kusch Yacht Bau

ShowBoats Design Awards 2012

World Superyacht Awards 2009

Interior Design Award – Sailing Yachts

Best Displacement Motor Yacht Of Below 500gt

SY HEMISPHERE

MY ELANDESS

Michael Leach Design / Pendennis

Bannenberg & Rowell Design / Heesen

ShowBoats Design Awards 2012

World Superyacht Awards 2009

Interior Design Award – Displacement Motor Yachts 200‘+

Outstanding Achievement in Motor Yachts

MY PALLADIUM

MY LADY ANNE

Michael Leach Design / Blohm & Voss

Franchini Design / Amels

ShowBoats Design Awards 2011

ShowBoats International Award 2006

„EXCLUSIVENESS INCLUDED.“

Residential
(copyright © Hotel Villa Honegg, Photos Timo Schwach)
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RESIDENTIAL

WE TAKE ON RESPONSIBILITY.
NOT JUST PROJECTS.

In our residential division, we act not only as inte-

most luxurious private residence.

rior fitters, but also gladly as general contractors
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dination, control and execution of all trades are in
our hands, up to and including turnkey delivery.

for everything from the most exclusive boutique

At metrica® INTERIOR, we navigate and accompa-

In a nutshell: we assume full responsibility for the

hotel, the finest jewellery store or the most repre-

ny your project with the perfection we are known

realization of your ideas and wishes. And in case

sentative executive floor up to and including the

for from beginning to end. The consulting, coor-

we are not acting as general contractor, our ex-

RESIDENTIAL

perts are of course also available to you for individual tasks.

Whether on land or at sea – your personal environment reflects your exclusive style and your
individual character. Why should you be content
with anything less than the best?

(copyright © Hotel Villa Honegg, Photos Timo Schwach)
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HARMONY

BEAUTY

EXCLUSIVE

PERFECTION

PRESTIGIOUS

Our German craftsmanship, the technically per-

In our projects, we work with the most prestigious

fect processing of the finest materials, is apprecia-

designers and architects from around the world –

ted the world over. Therefore, our employees act

very successfully. Real quality speaks for itself, is

for our clients around the globe when it comes to

spoken about and speaks for us.

luxuriously re-fitting yachts and residences.
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EXPERIENCE

DEDICATION

SENSITIVITY

INDIVIDUAL

UNIQUE

CONTENTEDNESS

PASSION

COMMITMENT

INTUITION

LIFEBLOOD

WORD ON metrica® INTERIOR HAS SPREAD.
THAT SAYS EVERYTHING ABOUT OUR QUALITY.

WE SHARE COMMON GOALS.
Andrew Winch, Terence Disdale,
Tim Heywood, Dickie Bannenberg,
Mark Smith, Michael Leach

Justin Redman, Tony Dixon,
Toby Ecuyer, Frank Neubelt,
Rémi Tessier, Mark Berryman

Pascale Reymond und Andrew Langton,
Laura Sessa, Jonny Horsfield,
Donald Starkey, Jim Dixon, Birgit Schnaase

Wim Koersvelt, René van der Velden,
Fiona Diamond, Enzo Enea,
Dough Patterson, Jörg Beiderbeck
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metrica®INTERIOR
Objekteinrichtungen GmbH & Co.KG

Phone +49 2536 3309-00

info@metrica.de | www.metrica.de

Bahnhofstr. 73 | 48308 Senden Germany

Fax +49 2536 3309-19

(Photos © by metrica® INTERIOR)

